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Facebook’s LIBRA : What You Need to Know
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What is libra?
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 Libra is a global virtual currency based on “blockchain” (electronic, public
ledgers of transactions).

 This cryptocurrency is the result of an initiative of the American giant
Facebook and a consortium of companies called the "Libra Association".

 It will be indexed on a basket of real convertible currencies (dollar, euro, yen,
pound) to guarantee a certain stability of its price and an easy convertibility in
"real" currencies.

Definition

 The security of financial transactions, ensured by a measurable, reliable
"blockchain" and open-source code;

 The value of its currency, secured by a "reserve of stable tangible assets“, to
be defined.

 Independence from the banking system, through the "Libra Association".

Basic principles

Source: Libra



The Libra Reserve
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1) Purpose 
 Value preservation and  relative stability across time of the Libra. This should be achieved by fully 

backing each coin with a set of stable and liquid assets and by working with a competitive group 
of exchanges and other liquidity providers.

2) How is it getting set up?
 Where is the money for the reserve coming from?

 investors in the separate Investment Token
 users of Libra

 How will the reserve be invested?
 invested in low-risk assets that will yield interest over time (returns will go to pay dividends 

to early investors in the Libra Investment Token)
 Where is it being held?

 a geographically distributed network of custodians with investment-grade credit rating 
 What are the actual assets backing each Libra coin?

 a collection of low-volatility assets, including bank deposits and government securities in 
currencies from stable and reputable central banks.

3) How do entities interact with it? 
 authorized resellers who will be the only entities authorized by the association to transact large 

amounts of fiat and Libra in and out of the reserve. These authorized resellers will integrate with 
exchanges and other institutions that buy and sell cryptocurrencies to users, and will provide 
these entities with liquidity for users who wish to convert from cash to Libra and back again

4) How will it change over time?
 The reserve will remain fully backed across time. The association may occasionally change the 

composition of the basket in response to significant changes in market conditions.

Source:Libra



The Libra Association 
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 The Libra Association is an independent, Swiss not-for-profit 
organization

 The association membership is made up of the validator nodes 
of the Libra network. Initially, these are global companies, 
social impact partners (SIPs), and academic institutions — the 
Libra Association's Founding Members. 

 The governing body of the Libra Association is the Libra 
Association Council, which is comprised of a representative of 
each member of the association.

 No bank associated (but Mastercard is affiliated with banks)

Source: Libra



What is the Libra used for? For whom ?
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 Libra makes online payments and instant money transfers

around the world virtually free of charge (low to no cost).

Users of Facebook messaging services (WhatsApp,

Messenger) will be able to make financial transactions

between them without going through a third party

application.

What is the Libra used for?

Source: Libra



What is the Libra used for? For whom ?
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For whom ?

 Unbanked and underserved people around the world ,
those excluded from the traditional financial services
(estimated 1.7 billion adults worldwide (World Bank;
2017))

Source: Libra



Libra : how will it work?
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 To send Libra, it will be necessary, initially, to proceed by
means of "Calibra". This IOS and Android compatible
application will play the role of "virtual wallet" and will be
directly integrated with WhatsApp and Messenger.

 An ID will be required for registration to the connected
wallet. After verification, Facebook promises that
transferring money will be, for its users, "as easy as sending
a message or a photo".

how will it work?

Source: Libra



Dual token structure
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Libra will have a dual token structure. Libra as the Medium of Exchange, while Libra's Investment
Token will act as a security token to fund the reserves along with governance rights.



Minting overview
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Cryptocurrencies versus Fiat Currencies
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Cryptocurrency Fiat

Created by the computers Issued by the Government (legal  tender)

Limited supply and has a set of maximum Unlimited supply and can be produced by the 
Government when necessary

A digital way of money exchange A Physical way of exchanging money

Presented by the private and public pieces of code Form of coins or paper money

Decentralized and not controlled by any Entity or 
Government Centralized and controlled by the law and banks

Its value is not determined by supply and demand Its value is determined by markets and regulations

Can not be destroyed or damaged Can be destroyed or damaged

Easy to store and carry Takes up a lot of physical space

Fully Risk-free Contains Lots of risks

No Chargeback Risk Chargeback Risk

Fast transfer within minutes Take a long time to process

Free to transfer and hold Charge fees to transfer money



Difference with bitcoin?
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 Libra is centralized. Libra, on the other hand, will have a
centralized governing body, the Libra Association,
overseeing transactions and verifying them. Libra’s
transaction history will be stored in one place, and some
members within the association will be responsible for
maintaining and verifying the digital ledger.

 Libra is a medium-of-exchange where users can send money
and house transaction

 Volatility : Libra is a stablecoin backed backed by a basket
of fiat currencies and debt securities : indexed on a basket of
real currencies (dollar, euro, yen, pound) to guarantee a
certain stability of its price and an easy convertibility in
"real" currencies

LIBRA

 Bitcoin blockchain is entirely decentralized. With bitcoin, the
process of validating transactions is decentralized among all
the participants of the system

 Bitcoin, while it attempted to became a platform for
facilitating transactions, has been regarded as more of an
investment and store-of-value. Bitcoin can be used as a
payment system, but mostly appeals to a niche group of
investors. For various reasons, the original cryptocurrency
never took off as a payments network; only about 1% of
bitcoin transactions are for payments

 Volatility : Bitcoin is a hyper-volatile crypto-currency. Bitcoin
is not owned or governed by any central authority just like
the Fed Reserve in the U.S. and operates at the
decentralized network and is subject to severe price swings

BITCOIN



Libra vs Bitcoin
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Who controls the Libra ?
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 The Libra Association (Geneva-based not-for-profit
organisation ) is the body responsible for the supervision of
the currency network. Specifically, each member is
responsible for the security at a "node" of the blockchaine
.In addition, the elected members of the "council" of the
association ensure the deepening of the network and the
good management of foreign exchange reserves to allow
the stability of the LIBRA .The consortium behind the
project currently includes, including Facebook, 28
companies from different fields of activity (technology,
payments, telecoms, blockchain, venture capital and NGOs).
The goal set by the group is to reach a critical mass of 100
members before the LIBRA's launch

Who controls the Libra ?
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Central banks and Global regulators



Central banks and Global regulators attitude 
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“Facebook, I believe, has made quite 
broad rounds around the world with 

regulators, supervisors and lots of people 
to discuss their plans and that certainly 
includes us,” Powell said. (CNBC WED, 

JUN 19 2019  3:02 PM)

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome PowellFrance’s finance minister Bruno Le Maire

“It is out of question’’ that Libra 
“become a sovereign currency,’’ Le 

Maire said in an interview on 
Europe 1 radio. “It can’t and it 

must not happen.” (Bloomberg, 
June 18, 2019, 2:09)

Bank of England governor Mark Carney

Mark Carney, governor of the Bank 
of England, said he had an “open 

mind” to Libra, …, but there would 
be no “open door” to its launch 
and it would have to meet the 

“highest standards”.(FT, June 18, 
2019)

Australia’s central bank chief Philip Lowe

“ “There are a lot of regulatory 
issues that need to be addressed 

and they’ve got to make sure 
there’s a solid business case, so 

we’ve got to be careful before we 
jump to conclusions.” .” 

(Bloomberg, June 20, 2019, 8:40 
AM)

Antonello Soro, President of the Italian Data Protection Authority

“If the sector is not quickly bound to 
democratic governance principles, we risk 

handing over a large share of our rights to a 
handful  of digital monarchies.” (Antonello

Soro, President ,Italian Data Protection 
Authority - Clifford chance Facebook’s libra –

an exciting but challenging road ahead)

“G7 warns on ‘serious risks’ posed 
by Libra and other digital coins

Group says cryptocurrencies may 
destabilise global economy 

without regulations.” (Financial 
Times (Online) , July 18, 2019)



G7 working group on stablecoins – 18 July 2019
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The G7 working group has discussed stablecoin initiatives and identified some key considerations that set a baseline for critical issues to be
solved. Naturally, these comprise only a subset of the considerations necessary to address the full range of public policy priorities.

First, stablecoin initiatives must ensure public trust by meeting the highest regulatory standards and be subject to prudent supervision and
oversight. This starts with (but is not limited to) all relevant guidance from the Financial Action Task Force, as well as the Principles for Financial
Market Infrastructures (PFMI) issued by the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures and the International Organization of Securities
Commissions. The fundamental concept of “same business, same risks, same rules” applies. Regulatory approaches have to be globally
consistent, and any gap or inconsistency should be identified and addressed.

Second, stablecoin initiatives should demonstrate a sound legal basis, in all relevant jurisdictions, to ensure adequate protection and guarantees
to all stakeholders and users. At a minimum, issuers of stablecoins should clearly explain the nature of the commitment they are making to the
holders of their coins and any risks involved in owning such assets.

Third, the governance and risk management framework should ensure operational and cyber resilience.

Fourth, the management of the assets underlying the arrangement must be safe, prudent, transparent and consistent with the nature of
obligations to, or reasonable expectations of, coinholders in order to inter alia ensure broad market integrity and coinholder confidence in good
times and in bad times.

Moreover, stablecoins may raise broader issues for the international monetary system, in particular if they become a widespread substitute for
cash and deposits in some economies.

Significant work by stablecoin developers and further engagement with the public and authorities will be required before they can expect
approval by relevant authorities, as the above considerations can only be adequately addressed by ensuring transparency and making more
detailed information available for proper assessment.

The working group stands ready to take forward its work in coordination with G7 finance ministries, relevant standard-setting bodies, the G20
and the Financial Stability Board.

Source : Banque de France (https://www.banque-france.fr/economie/relations-internationales/groupes-internationaux-g20g7/presidence-francaise-du-g7-2019/g7-finances-de-chantilly)

https://www.banque-france.fr/economie/relations-internationales/groupes-internationaux-g20g7/presidence-francaise-du-g7-2019/g7-finances-de-chantilly


GAFA and Regulation
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Regulatory framework for cryptocurrencies
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Countries that have or are issuing national or regional cryptocurrencies
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Legal Status of Cryptocurrencies
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Pros and Cons of Facebook’s LIBRA
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Pros
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Possible benefits of Libra are:

Money stock and not money flow… until someone creates a 
synthetic Libra credit multiplier

Decentralization of the payment infrasturcture; network effect
of trust

Increased efficiency

Minimized transaction fees

Identity verification positives due to know-your-customer (KYC) 
characteristics

Source: Thomson Reuters – 2019 06 18



Pros
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 Libra could accelerate and simplify the payment model



Pros
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Simpler payments: Like with any digital currency, it will make
payments for goods and services simpler, much like things operate in
China with WeChat and Alipa. But the potential advantage Libra
might have over lots of other similar systems is its sheer size and
scope.

Seamless cross-border payments: Because Libra can
presumably exist wherever Facebook exists, the Libra payments
system will facilitate cross-border payments

Lessened currency volatility: Most other widely used digital payment
systems are denominated in a single currency and so are subject to
single-currency volatility. While it can be purchased or redeemed in
any currency that is convertible, the value of the Libra is backed by a
basket of fiat currencies and debt securities, which means that
holders of Libra run less inflation or liquidity risk than holders of any
of the individual currencies.



Pros
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Reaching underserved users: people who are underserved by the
financial system, although this would be true only if they are not
also underserved by social networks : This will be most
detrimental to those local poor who cannot pass KYC (“know your
customer”) checks for access to the Libra system; it sets up a Libra
economy that works only for the local middle to upper classes and
rich visitors



Cons
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Source: Thomson Reuters – 2019 06 18 & The Conversation – June 26 2019

Potential exists for claims pertaining to:

A private company creates its own currency: political issue
No legal tender (although backed by reserve currencies)
Reinforces commercial monopolies (facebook and affiliated companies)
User privacy and surveillance concerns
Consumer fraud and investor protection
Money-laundering concerns
Increased tokenization of assets
Information asymetry between companies and retail clients

Facebook is positioned to pressure countries and central banks to 
cooperate with its reinvention of the global financial system (As the 
LIBRA-project is backed by huge financial and technology companies
plus a ready-made base of 2 billion people around the world)



Cons
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A trust deficit: “Facebook, one of the world’s most distrusted
companies, wants us to trust its new Libra cryptocurrency.” (The
Atlantic, june 25, 2019) Facebook tried to reassure the world by
outsourcing the management of libra to an independent foundation
(Libra Association Counci), but it’s recent chequered history of data
mishandling is still a cause for concern. Facebook assures that it
would keep its users’ social and financial data strictly separate, the
question still remains: if it has mishandled social data in the recent
past, can it be trusted with people’s financial data?

Money-laundering / Identification: Just like any financial
intermediary taking on a new customer, Facebook will have to
obtain various verification details through an online form for any
users wanting to set up a Calibra wallet, including government-
issued photo identification. But since users will be all over the
world, how would Facebook authenticate the information provided?
It was the same issue faced by Liberty Reserve, a digital currency
that operated out of Costa Rica and was used by money launderers
to transfer billions of dollars worth of criminal proceeds until it was
closed down in 2013. Although libra will be backed by a host of blue
chip companies, it looks potentially open to exactly the same kinds of
problems

July 3, 2019



Cons
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Systemic risk (too big to fail !): Because of Facebook’s wide
customer base, libra is likely to be global in a very short space of
time. This has serious implications for global financial stability and
systemic risk, especially because of the lack of regulation. Libra will
clearly need proper global regulation, but this doesn’t really exist
and is highly unlikely to emerge in the coming years. In the absence
of a single global regulatory regime, however, libra will require a
strong degree of regulatory coordination around the world.

Shadow banking: financial crises always start in the unregulated
sector, and Libra will be in effect a giant shadow bank. A possible
solution: force Facebook to become a regulated bank, subject to
capital and liquidity requirements like all other banks.



Cons
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Potential “Libraisation” of the economy of countries with unstable
currencies. Just as unplanned dollarization cause crippling
depreciation of local currencies, so could Libra — but faster.
Dollarization is slowed by the requirement to procure physical dollars,
but a vast supply of Libra tokens could be poured into an economy
from outside, just by phone.

Complicating central bank monetary policy: First, to the extent that it
is successful at reducing frictional costs associated with capital
account transactions, Libra will reduce the ability of central banks to
tailor domestic monetary policy. The easier it is to transfer capital
across borders, and the lower the frictional costs, the harder it is for
the monetary authorities to manage both currency stability and
independent monetary policy. To the extent that Libra is successful, in
other words, the digital currency will make the work of central banking
more difficult than ever.



Cons
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A temptation to game the system: The board that mints or burns Libra
enjoys the profits of carry. This means that when a user buys Libra, the
money he or she delivers to the board is then converted into interest-
bearing notes, CDs, or bills, but users receives no interest on the Libra
in their wallets. Government bonds pay low interest, and national
currencies pay none at all. If the Libra Association members want to
increase their returns on their investment, all they need to do is
change the composition of assets in the Libra Reserve—a policy shift
that they could make by a two-thirds vote. They could, exchange some
of the currency and low-risk debt for somewhat higher-risk debt—by
making loans, or by buying loans from banks and other loan
originators. And with sufficient diversification, a more aggressive
portfolio can be accumulated with relative safety. This is how banks
work, and banks, of course, make a lot of money, especially when they
are big

Libra is what we call a “closed-loop” system. You can only spend it on
things available for sale through Facebook and its associated apps. The
fact that Facebook is so far behind Amazon and Alibaba as a sales
platform seriously diminishes Libra’s usefulness. The Head of Calibra,
David Marcus, recently stated "the company's profit model for Libra
would come from any commerce that occurs across its family of apps
by ensuring that ads are more effective and advertisers are more
motivated to buy space on Facebook's platforms"
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Challenges facing LIBRA



Challenges facing LIBRA
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1) Regulatory considerations

 One of the regulatory mazes Libra will need to navigate is the complex patchwork of international 

regulatory frameworks governing financial services.

2) Legal considerations

 Libra’s legal characterisation will determine whether the holders of Libra or authorised resellers 

have any legal claims in respect of the Libra Reserve assets, the law governing those claims and 

the jurisdiction for enforcing those claims and how holders and resellers are protected against 

future changes in the arrangements governing Libra or a failure of the Libra Association or the 

custodians of the Libra Reserve assets. 

 the legal nature of Libra will determine how ownership can be transferred, whether security may 

be granted over Libra (and, if so, how), whether Libra can be stolen and how it may be retrieved 

(and who has the better claim in any dispute), etc…
Source: Clifford Chance Briefing - Facebook's Libra - an exciting but challenging road ahead - June 2019.pdf



Challenges facing LIBRA
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3) Tax considerations

 Libra’s high profile and its potential for wide adoption means that tax authorities are unlikely to 

be content to rely on voluntary compliance. It is expected that the Libra Association to be 

required to report on its users’ transactions to tax authorities, either under existing domestic and 

international frameworks, a semi-voluntary scheme (like Airbnb’s agreement with the Danish tax 

authority) or specific new rules. Tax is therefore likely to become far more of an issue for both 

consumers using Libra and businesses accepting Libra.

4) Practical considerations

 The main practical challenge for Libra will be acceptance from a broad set of stakeholders, 

allowing for a critical mass of participants and particularly a sufficient number of international 

exchanges and other infrastructure to facilitate the intended global payments network.

Source: Clifford Chance Briefing - Facebook's Libra - an exciting but challenging road ahead - June 2019.pdf



Challenges facing LIBRA
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5) Policy considerations (1): 

Given the global footprint, size and dominance of Facebook, policy issues abound but several interesting 

ones will be played out:

 Libra heralds another major foray by big techs into financial services. The disintermediation of 

banks from payments and payment system access seems to be inexorable and has precedent in 

china.

 The potential influence of big techs in the area of payments has been recognised by international 

bodies. BIS, for example, in its Annual Economic Report “in some settings, such as the payment 

system, big techs have the potential to loom large very quickly as systemically relevant financial 

institutions”

 Whether or not a break up of big techs occurs, any substantial move towards developing a payment 

ecosystem at scale will inevitably lead to greater supervision. The paradigm shift in financial 

services is going to lead to a great deal of upheaval in regulatory technique and targets.
Source: Clifford Chance Briefing - Facebook's Libra - an exciting but challenging road ahead - June 2019.pdf



Challenges facing LIBRA
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5) Policy considerations (2): 
Given the global footprint, size and dominance of Facebook, policy issues abound but several interesting 
ones will be played out:
 Potential for ‘dollarisation’. The accessibility and perceived security and stability of Libra and other 

stablecoins could mean that, increasingly, users of financial services are willing to transact in foreign 
currency, particularly in countries with weak domestic currencies. Libra could facilitate this and 
bodies, including the IMF, are concerned that dollarisation could mean countries will lose monetary 
policy control, financial systems become more exposed to foreign exchange rate shocks, while 
central banks are constrained in providing liquidity. Ultimately, dollarisation can act as a restraint 
on financial development and long-term growth. 

 Potential systemic impact of large-scale flows into and out of the Libra Reserve fund. Flows out of 
conventional bank deposits and into Libra could adversely affect banks, for example by reducing the 
amount that they are able to lend, and distort government bond markets. Conversely, a ‘run’ on 
Libra leading to large-scale sales of Libra Reserve fund assets could lead to disorderly government 
bond markets. In addition, disruptions to the mechanisms for reconversions of Libra into fiat assets 
would not only potentially trigger a run but also potentially present wider consumer and systemic 
issues. 

 Geopolitical : from Petrodollars to Technodollars

Source: Clifford Chance Briefing - Facebook's Libra - an exciting but challenging road ahead - June 2019.pdf
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1) Is Libra blockchain really blockchain ?
 Libra blockchain is not, in fact, a blockchain, as some of the defining characteristics of a 

blockchain are missing. Whereas in a normal blockchain, like the one underpinning Bitcoin, blocks 
of transactions are hashed down and added to a chain of other blocks, hence the word 
blockchain, Libra will use neither blocks nor a chain. Instead, Libra will be a ‘single data structure 
that records the history of transactions and states over time'. 

2) Is Libra decentralised?
 Definitely NO. Unlike cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Libra won't use the proof of work 

mechanism that incentivises miners to keep the network going. Instead Facebook, and the other 
27 founding partners of the Libra association, will run their own nodes that validate Libra 
transactions

 The partners include Uber, PayPal, and MasterCard, and each one has paid $10m for the privilege. 
Facebook says Libra will move to a more decentralised permissionless system in the future, but 
we don't have any details on how and when that will happen.

3) Does Libra reduce cross-border payment fees? 
 These fees are high, not just because of technological issues, but political and regulatory ones

associated with the complicated process of moving money from one jurisdiction to another. 
Although it's true that many banks still charge extortionate rates for cross-border transfers and 
remittance payments, we already have many companies working on making those fees lower, like 
TransferWise and Revolut. 

 There's no reason to believe Libra can lower those costs further. And as long as people still use 
central bank money as their primary means of payment, they'll still have to somehow exchange 
that money into Libra, which will come with a cost Source: Financial Times & Finance Watch
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4) “Libra is about helping the unbanked” Really ?

 Facebook states that the reason they're doing all of this is because they want to increase financial 
inclusion and to bring in the 1.7bn around the world who remain outside the banking system. But 
it's not clear how the unbanked will be able to buy Libra if they have no bank account. 

 Libra is also unlikely to help people in countries with rapidly depreciating currencies, as those 
countries tend to put in capital controls to prevent a run on their banks. Facebook has never 
shown much interest in the unbanked before, and we're not sure why it's suddenly so interested. 

 Facebook sets up a Libra economy that works only for the local middle to upper classes and rich 
visitors

5) Does Libra legitimises Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies?

 Libra calls itself a 'low-volatility cryptocurrency', but just as the Libra blockchain isn't a real 
blockchain, Libra coin isn't a real cryptocurrency either. That's because it's issued by a centralised
entity, doesn't run on a real blockchain, and rather than being subject to the whims of crypto 
markets, is pegged to a basket of fiat currencies.

Source: Financial Times & Finance Watch
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6) Is Libra a currency?

 NO. Libra is a private payment token (also known as an “exchange token”) and hence no different 
from more than 2,000 other “cybercoins” that are already on the market.

 Payment tokens do not fulfil three distinct functions of Bona-fide currencies :
o acting as units of account for goods and services to be priced in a standardised, 

comparable way;
o acting as legal tender, i.e. all businesses and individuals within a certain territory, usually a 

nation state, are obliged to accept it as a means of payment in exchange for goods and 
services; and

o acting as a store of value, allowing their users to make savings, which they can spend at 
some point in the future.

7) Is Libra “safe”?

 Libra is a privately issued financial asset: its users could lose their money:
o Official (fiat) currencies are backed, explicitly or implicitly, by the "full faith and credit” of 

the issuing government. In principle, though, the issuing state bears an unlimited liability 
for the money and financial debt it issues

o Libra, by contrast, is a limited-liability corporate venture set up in Switzerland by a loose 
association of large, mostly U.S.-based limited-liability companies

Source: Financial Times & Finance Watch
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8) Libra and global regulation

 Libra is billed as a “stablecoin”, i.e. a payment token that is pegged at a fixed rate of exchange 
against a basket of official (fiat) currencies. The value of the token is backed by a reserve of 
financial assets (Libra Reserve) that mirror the composition of the currency basket. This reserve 
would be funded by initial contributions of the founders (corporate members of the Libra 
Association) and the payments made by Libra users, i.e. members of the public – in official (fiat) 
currency – to acquire Libra tokens

 The design of the Libra reserve effectively amounts to a “money market fund”
 So far, regulators have not conclusively decided whether Libra would be regulated as a fund and 

Libra Association as a fund manager. In the absence of adequate regulation at a global scale it 
would be very difficult to monitor that adequate – and sufficiently liquid – reserves are held at all 
times and that Libra Association, and its “distributed network of custodians” would be capable, if 
needed, of reacting to a crisis, e.g. by providing liquidity and stabilising the value of the 
instrument. The Libra White Paper and the Libra Reserve Paper do not specify which financial 
institutions would act as custodians and which regulatory framework they would have to comply

9) Is Libra really stable?

 No: Libra’s value will depend on the value of its underlying assets, which may fluctuate

Source: Financial Times & Finance Watch
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10) Libra and a fixed exchange rate to the official currency basket

 This peg might be abandoned at some point when Libra has grown out of its infancy so that Libra 
becomes a fully-fledged, privately controlled fiat currency in its own right. Given the potential size 
and ambitions of Libra the temptation for its sponsors to abandon the peg at some point – and 
to capture all the benefits of seigniorage would be huge

11) Libra further concentrates power in the hands of digital oligopolists

 Those oligopolists are determined to press home their advantage. The Libra Association 
comprises some of the largest global non-bank payment processors but no established financial 
institutions or public bodies that deal, for instance, with development and financial inclusion. The 
composition of this consortium makes the risk of this undertaking clear: facilitating a landgrab by 
a coalition of large companies hoping to unseat the existing oligopoly of banks

Source: Financial Times & Finance Watch
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 Synthetic Currency

 a currency unit derived by taking the value of a basket of currencies or other
financial instruments used for accounting purposes in international and trans-
national organizations.

 The best known such unit : European currency unit (ECU) used in internal
European Commission Accounting, which is based on a weighted basket of the
currencies of the member states of the European Union (note : ECU ≠ Euro €)

 Special Drawing Rights (SDR)

 Special drawing rights (SDR) refer to an international type of monetary reserve
currency created by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1969 that operates
as a supplement to the existing money reserves of member countries. Created in
response to concerns about the limitations of gold and dollars as the sole means
of settling international accounts, SDRs augment international liquidity by
supplementing the standard reserve currencies.

 An SDR is essentially an artificial currency instrument used by the IMF, and is built
from a basket of important national currencies. The IMF uses SDRs for internal
accounting purposes. SDRs are allocated by the IMF to its member countries and
are backed by the full faith and credit of the member countries' governments. The
makeup of the SDR is re-evaluated every five years.

Source: https://www.investopedia.com
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Source:FT 2019 06 18 -W
hat exactly is Facebook's Libra Reserve?

ECU SDR LIBRA

The European Currency Unit (₠ or ECU) was a 
basket of the currencies of the European 
Community member states, used as the unit of 
account of the European Community before 
being replaced by the euro on 1 January 1999

The value of the SDR is based on a basket of 
major currencies

“indexed on a basket of real convertible 
currencies (dollar, euro, yen, pound) to 
guarantee a certain stability of its price and an 
easy convertibility in "real" currencies” (Libra 
white paper)

The value of the ECU was used to determine the 
exchange rates and reserves among the 
members of the EMS (European Monetary 
System)

IMF always intended the SDR to be a 
“supplementary” reserve asset that acts not as 
a currency or a liability of the IMF, but as a claim 
to the currencies held by IMF member countries 
for which SDRs can be exchanged

backed by a physical reserve of fully funded
currencies

SDR is only a potential claim on the freely usable 
currencies of IMF members

Libra's commitment to redemption at any cost

ECU was always an accounting unit rather than a 
real currency

Never intended to be a medium of exchange Aspires to be used in transactions on a major 
scale

SDR allocations are theoretical and thus 
unfunded

Libra plans an initial incentive-focused 
distribution (funded by investors) to founding 
members to encourage adoption by users, 
merchants and developers, but this allocation is 
fully prepaid
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 Company's main motive with this initiative is to help diversify their revenue stream

 in 2018 98.5% came from ad revenue 
 Besides the Libra Investment Token distributions Facebook will receive from the interest 

generated on its reserves (as will all Libra Investment Token holders), the company has been clear 
regarding how the company plans to benefit.

 Comparison with chinese Tencent revenue model (WeChat)



No interest for Libra-users ?
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 Users receives no interest on the Libra in their wallets…

… but discounts from merchants and service providers member of the Libra Association
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LIBRA’s competitors
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LIBRA’s competitors
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Libra’s revolution, Luther’s reformation and Switzerland 



Libra’s revolution, Luther’s reformation and Switzerland 
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1) For the same political, economic and legal reasons that Martin Luther in 1517 announced 
to the West the rupture of his church with the Vatican and formalized the most important 
schism in the Christianity, Mark Zuckerberg confirmed his decision to install the 
headquarters of the company that will manage the global development of Libra, its 
cryptocurrency, in Geneva a few steps where Luther had resided.

2) Success of Switzerland is the result of the skilful management of a series of transgressions 
in relation to power. Religious transgression, then political, then fiscal, then legal, and 
finally economic and monetary. Therefore it is not surprising that Facebook Libra settles in 
Switzerland, a country that has built itself on the transgression and continues to assume it 
and attract the transgressive. It's no coincidence that Facebook could not find a better safe 
haven to create this currency that goes against the central powers of currency control and 
is aimed at members of a global community that ignores political boundaries and who 
seek at all costs to defend the means of individual liberty.

3) Just as the Reformation was a religiously transgressive project, the Facebook’s Libra is a 
transgressive project on the monetary front 

 Reformation: liberation from the power of the clergy 

 Facebook’s Libra : liberation from the power of the central banks (regulation and supervision). 
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